The observation of chirality is ubiquitous in nature. Contrary to intuition, the population of opposite chiralities is surprisingly asymmetric at fundamental levels [1, 2] . Examples range from parity violation in the subatomic weak force [1] to the homochirality in essential biomolecules [2] . The ability to achieve chiralityselective synthesis (chiral induction) is of great importance in stereochemistry, molecular biology and pharmacology [2] . In condensed matter physics, a crystalline electronic system is geometrically chiral when it lacks any mirror plane, space inversion center or roto-inversion axis [3] . Typically, the geometrical chirality is predefined by a material's chiral lattice structure, which is fixed upon the formation of the crystal. By contrast, a particularly unconventional scenario is the gyrotropic order [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , where chirality spontaneously emerges across a phase transition as the electron system breaks the relevant symmetries of an originally achiral lattice. Such a gyrotropic order, proposed as the quantum analogue of the cholesteric liquid crystals, has attracted significant interest [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, to date, a clear observation and manipulation of the gyrotropic order remain challenging. We report the realization of optical chiral induction and the observation of a gyrotropically ordered phase in the transition-metal dichalcogenide semimetal 1T -TiSe 2 . We show that shining mid-infrared circularly polarized light near the critical temperature leads to the preferential formation of one chiral domain. As a result, we are able to observe an out-of-plane circular photogalvanic current, whose direction depends on the optical induction. Our study provides compelling evidence for the spontaneous emergence of chirality in the correlated semimetal TiSe 2 [18]. Such chiral induction provides a new way of optical control over novel orders in quantum materials.
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In the presence of strong correlations, the behavior of electrons in a metal can signficantly deviate from a weakly-interacting Fermi gas, forming a wide range of complex, broken symmetry phases [19] . Recent theoretical works have highlighted their analogy with classical liquids [19] , where a rich set of liquid crystalline phases that exhibit varying degrees of symmetry breaking and transport properties have been observed. A well-studied case is the nematic order [19] [20] [21] , i.e., the spontaneous emergence of rotational anisotropy. In classical liquids, this is known as the nematic liquid crystal, whereas in quantum materials, it has recently been observed in quantum Hall systems, ruthenates, high temperature supercon-ductors [19] , heavy-fermion superconductors [20] , and correlated metallic pyrochlores [21] .
Another fascinating case is the gyrotropic order, i.e., the spontaneous emergence of geometrical chirality. In classical liquids, this is known as the cholesteric liquid crystal. In quantum materials, despite fundamental interest [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , a clear observation of the gyrotropic order remains lacking.
For a condensed matter system, one route to obtain chirality is to look for low-symmetry materials that naturally crystalize in lattice-structures that are free of any mirror, inversion and roto-inversion symmetries, i.e., chiral crystals [3] . Representative chiral crystal materials include quartz, tellurium, carbon nanotubes and twisted bilayer graphene. On the other hand, a highly unconventional route is the gyrotropic order: An electronic system can spontaneously break space-inversion, mirror reflection, and roto-inversion symmetries of the originally achiral lattice, and, as a result, gain a definitive chirality. Such a gyrotropic order [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] was suggested in 1T -TiSe 2 [9] [10] [11] and cuprates [12, 22] based on scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and polar Kerr rotation measurements. However, later studies [13, 23, 24] including a recent STM experiment [13] on 1T -TiSe 2 argued that the existing experimental evidence remains inconclusive. Moreover, the manipulation of the emergent chirality has not been achieved. On the other hand, theoretical studies have found that the gyrotropic order can arise from a number of electronic instabilities [25] , including chiral charge-density waves [4] [5] [6] 26] , loop current order [7, 14] , odd parity electronic (Pomeranchuk) instability [8, 27] , and electron-phonon driven instability [15] . Moreover, since the gyrotropic order must be odd under parity, it may serve as a strong precursor for odd parity Cooper pairing [28, 29] , offering a novel mechanism for unconventional superconductivity [5, 6, 14, 16, 28] . In addition, recent theoretical studies [30, 31] predicted that geometrical chirality can guarantee the existence of topological Weyl fermions. Thus the manipulation of emergent chirality in a gyrotropic phase may allow for the realization of highly tunable Berry curvature and topological properties. These new physics further call for the unambiguous demonstration and manipulation of the gyrotropic order in quantum materials.
One challenge is to identify a clear experimental signature for geometrical chirality in metals. For insulating chiral crystals or molecules, chirality can be measured by optical activity [6, 17] , which manifests as the rotation of the linear polarization plane as light travels through a nonmagnetic chiral medium. However, this is difficult in metallic bulk materials as they do not transmit light in bulk samples. Another challenge is to align chi-ral domains, because otherwise the signal of the chirality probe will be cancelled by the small domains of opposite chirality. The ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, and nematic domains can be aligned by electric, magnetic, or uniaxial-strain fields, respectively, because these fields couple asymmetrically to opposite domains. However, none of them can couple asymmetrically to opposite chiralities. In the present work, we have carefully addressed these challenges. First, we identified a particular type of photocurrent as a clear signature of chirality in metallic electron systems. The circular photogalvanic effect (CPGE) generates a photocurrent whose direction depends on the chirality of light [32, 33] . Here, we show that the out-of-plane CPGE current under normal incident light, i.e., the CPGE current parallel to the light propagation direction, serves as a clear signature of the emergence of geometrical chirality in a metallic electron system [31] . Second, we realized a chirality-selective stimulus.
Among all the external stimuli available, circularly polarized light is a rare example that has a definitive chirality [2] . We demonstrate the chiral induction for the gyrotropic order by mid-infrared circularly polarized light.
The layered transition-metal dichalcoginide 1T -TiSe 2 (Figs. 1a,b ) is a correlated semimetal. It has attracted great interest because of the rich variety of novel electronic properties [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . It undergoes a commensurate charge-density wave (CDW) transition at T CDW ∼ 200 K, leading to a simple (2 × 2 × 2) superlattice [18, 44] (Figs. 1a,b ). Its vanishing, indirect band gap ( Fig. 1d) [34, 35, [37] [38] [39] [40] , low carrier concentration and strong Coulomb interactions create optimal conditions for excitonic condensation [37, 39, 43, 45] .
Moreover, superconductivity and incommensurate CDW emerge by chemical doping [36] in the bulk and by electrostatic gating in ultra-thin flakes [42] . Furthermore, a truly 2D CDW has been observed recently in monolayer TiSe 2 [41] .
Our experimental setup involves a mid-infrared scanning photocurrent microscope equipped with a continuous-wave CO 2 laser (λ = 10.6 µm, ω = 117 meV), which allows us to measure the mid-infrared photocurrent as a function of beam spot location, light polarization and temperature ( Fig. 1c ). In order to probe the out-of-plane photocurrents I z , we have fabricated vertical photoactive devices consisting of a TiSe 2 flake sandwiched by a transparent graphene electrode on the top and a metal electrode on the bottom (Fig. 1c ).
The thickness of the TiSe 2 flakes is comparable to the laser skin depth ( 200 nm) calculated from the optical conductivity at λ = 10.6 µm [38] . This ensures that a significant vertical fraction of the flake is photoactive. The critical temperature of the 2 × 2 × 2 CDW phase transition of our TiSe 2 samples was determined by X-ray diffraction to be around 198 K (Fig. 1e ). We have measured four devices from two batches of crystals and obtained consistent results.
We characterize the basic photoresponse of our devices. Figure 1f presents the photocurrent spatial map at T = 250 K, i.e., I z as a function of beam spot location in real space. Figure 1g shows polarization dependence of I z with the beam spot parked at the sample center. These data reveal a polarization-independent I z signal that roughly spans the entire area of the TiSe 2 sample. We identify this signal as the commonly observed photo-thermoelectric current [33] . Laser-heating induces a temperature gradient, which in turn leads to a thermoelectric current across a heterojunction with different Seebeck coefficients, such as the top graphene/TiSe 2 interface. Lowering the temperature (T = 50 K in Figs. 1h,i) gives qualitatively similar results, except that the magnitude of this polarizationindependent photo-thermoelectric signal grows larger. For the datasets presented above, the sample was cooled down without being illuminated by laser.
We now shine circularly polarized light on the sample during the entire cooling process.
Surprisingly, a markedly different situation is observed. As shown in Fig. 2a , we shine left circularly polarized (LCP) light on the sample while lowering its temperature from T = 250 K. Upon reaching low temperature (T = 50 K), we measure I z as a function of polarization with the beam spot parked at the sample center ( Fig. 2c ). We observe a clear polarization dependence: I z is maximum for LCP and minimum for right circular polarization (RCP).
This pattern clearly demonstrates the emergence of an out-of-plane CPGE photocurrent.
Apart from the CPGE, the polarization-independent photo-thermoelectric signal remains present. We further vary the beam spot location along the blue dashed line in Fig. 1h and study I z as a function of polarization at each location along this line. As shown in Fig. 2b , clear CPGE is observed as long as the beam spot is on the sample. By increasing temperature step by step, we observe in Fig. 2d that the CPGE persists up to 170 K and then vanishes rather abruptly. On the other hand, as expected, the polarization-independent photo-thermoelectric signal evolves smoothly with increasing temperature and remains finite all the way up to 280 K (Extended data Fig. 1 ). The sharply different behaviors, including the temperature dependence and the reliance on circularly polarized illumination during cooling, further distinguish the CPGE from the photo-thermoelectric signal. We repeat the measurements described above but change the light polarization during cooling to RCP (Figs. 2e-h). Remarkably, the sign of the out-of-plane CPGE is reversed (Figs. 2f-h). Other behaviors such as the temperature dependence ( Fig. 2h ) and the spatial distribution ( Fig. 2f ) are qualitatively similar.
We now establish the connection between the out-of-plane CPGE and geometrical chirality. In the main text, we adopt an intuitive physical picture while detailing the mathematical proof in SI.II. Starting from a mirror symmetric, achiral system, we assume that shining LCP light leads to an out-of-plane photocurrent I z parallel to the light propagation direction ( Fig. 3a) . We then perform a mirror transformation to the entire conceptual experiment We further systematically study the out-of-plane CPGE I CPGE z as a function of temperature and laser power. In this paragraph, we focus on presenting the data. How these data reveal the physics of the gyrotropic phase transition and chiral induction will be discussed below. We study how I CPGE z vanishes with increasing temperature: After cooling down to T = 150 K with LCP light, we measure the I CPGE z with small temperature increments. The results (Fig. 3c ) uncover the onset critical temperature (T gyro. ) for the emergence of geometrical chirality. For all samples tested, we found T gyro. 174 K. We then study I CPGE z 's laser power dependence. In Fig. 3d , we fix the induction-power (the laser power used for chiral in- Finally, we discuss how our data uncover physics of the gyrotropic phase transition and chiral induction in 1T -TiSe 2 . Our thorough exploration shows that chiral induction can be achieved by shining circularly polarized light while cooling across T gyro. . On the other hand, directly applying circularly polarized light at low temperatures is unable to reverse the emergent chirality (for laser powers within our experimental capability). This suggests that the chiral domains are extremely stiff at low temperatures [46] . Indeed, since the CPGE itself is measured by varying light polarization between left and right, the detection of the CPGE at low temperatures requires the chiral domains to be "frozen". This is further supported by the observed detection-power dependence in Fig. 3d : The linear detection-power profile at low temperatures agrees with the CPGE's second order optoelectronic nature. On the other hand, the non-monotonic profile near T gyro. may be a sign that the chiral domains are partially reversed by the detection light. However, we note that, based on our current data, this cannot be distinguished from the other possibility that the gyrotropic order is melted by laser heating.
We analyze our observations within the framework of the Landau phase transition theory [47] , paying particular attention to the broken symmetries. Generically, the order parameter for a gyrotropic phase transition can be expressed as Φ gyro. = Φ 0 (T )f (r), where f (r) is odd under inversion, mirror and roto-inversion symmetries, and Φ 0 (T ) is a real number whose value depends on temperature. As temperature is lowered across T gyro. , Φ 0 becomes nonzero, which, as a result, breaks the inversion, mirror and roto-inversion symmetries of the system. Φ 0 < 0 and Φ 0 > 0 correspond to left and right chiral domains, which are energetically degenerate in the absence of optical chiral induction. We now aim to identify a proper form for the coupling between circularly polarized light and the chiral domains (denoted as δF induction ). The circularly polarized light is characterized by its time-dependent, spatially rotating electric field. Since δF induction must be time-independent, it cannot be linearly proportional to E. Therefore, we have performed systematic symmetry analyses based on our experimental observations, and we identified δF induction , to the lowest order of the electric field of light, in the form of δF induction = Φ gyro. (E × ∂E ∂z ) ·ẑ , where E is the electric field of the light (E = |E| cos( 2π λ z − ωt)x ± sin( 2π λ z − ωt)ŷ ). One can check that (E × ∂E ∂z ) ·ẑ , where E is time-independent and it flips sign as one reverses light chirality. Moreover, (E × ∂E ∂z ) ·ẑ is also odd under any mirror reflection, space inversion and roto-inversion. Therefore, δF induction = Φ gyro. (E × ∂E ∂z ) ·ẑ as a whole is totally symmetric and transforms as a scalar. This is crucial because otherwise δF induction cannot enter the free energy [47] .
One can check that this form of δF induction tilts the total free energy landscape in opposite ways depending on light chirality (Figs. 3f,g) . Furthermore, this coupling term δF induction suggests a linear dependence on the optical induction power (δF induction ∝ E 2 ), which is well supported by our data in Fig. 3e .
We further analyze the gyrotropic order. One crucial aspect is its relationship with the 2 × 2 × 2 CDW phase transition. It is known that, across T CDW , translational symmetry is broken. The question is whether additional point group symmetries (e.g. inversion, mirror and roto-inversion) are also broken at T CDW . Our systematic theoretical analyses show that, irrespective of the underlying mechanism (Peierls or exciton condensation), across T CDW , inversion symmetry must remain intact. In other words, we are able to theoretically prove that the 2 × 2 × 2 CDW phase transition at T CDW cannot turn 1T -TiSe 2 to a chiral state at once. This theoretical finding is consistent with our experimental observation that the critical temperature for the gyrotropic order is lower than that of the CDW transition (T gyro. < T CDW ). Therefore, our data and analyses demonstrate that 1T -TiSe 2 goes first from the high temperature normal phase to a 2 × 2 × 2 achiral CDW phase at T CDW and then to a chiral phase at T gyro. . Below T gyro. , the gyrotropic order and the CDW order coexist. The Nonetheless, our measurements and analyses clearly demonstrate the gyrotropic order and chiral induction, paving the way for exciting experimental possibilities [28, 29, 36, 42] .
Our work also establishes the mid-infrared CPGE photocurrent as a powerful probe for novel broken symmetry states in metals. In particular, the mid-infrared photon energy corresponds to important energy scales such as the CDW gap in TiSe 2 and the pseudo-gap in cuprates.
Furthermore, the CPGE's second order effect nature is uniquely sensitive to odd-parity order parameters [8, 21] . Therefore, mid-infrared CPGE may provide new insights to the pseudo-gap state of cuprates and the newly observed insulating and superconducting order in "magic angle" twisted bilayer graphene [48] . X-ray diffraction X-ray measurements were performed at the CHESS-A2 synchrotron beamline, using 38.5 keV photons. Incident photon energy was selected using a perfect HPHT diamond < 111 > double-crystal monochromator, with a narrow incident bandwidth dE E < 1e −4 . The incident beam on sample was 150 microns tall and 600 microns wide. The crystal was mounted on a temperature-controlled copper post inside a closed-cycle cryostat, with a temperature stability better than ±0.1 K and absolute temperature calibration better than 1 K. CDW peak intensities were collected using a 4-circle diffractometer and a highdynamic-range photon-counting area detector.
Mid-infrared scanning photocurrent microscopy: The laser source is a temperature-stablized CO 2 laser (λ = 10.6 µm or ω = 117 meV). A focused beam spot (beam waist 25 µm) is scanned (using a two axis piezo-controlled scanning mirror) over the entire sample and the current is recorded at the same time to form a two-dimensional map of photocurrent as a function of spatial positions. Reflected light from the sample is collected to form a simultaneous reflection image of the sample. The absolute location of the photo-induced signal is therefore found by comparing the photocurrent map to the reflection image. The light polarization is modulated by rotating a quarter-wave plate. The CPGE is an intrinsic photocurrent response [49] [50] [51] . As a second order effect, the CPGE current depends quadratically on the electric field of light (here we refer to the light used to measure the CPGE). The in-plane CPGE under oblique or normal incidence has been studied in a wide range of materials [31] [32] [33] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . Any intrinsic CPGE requires the material to be inversion breaking [31] [32] [33] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . [50] Hosur, P. Circular photogalvanic effect on topological insulator surfaces: Berry-curvature- There are three inequivalent L points (L 1 , L 2 and L 3 ). In momentum space, the 2 × 2 × 2 CDW state corresponds to three independent CDWs whose propagation vectors connect Γ to L 1 , L 2 and L 3 , respectively. e, Square root of the x-ray diffraction intensity of superlattice peak (Miller index The trajectory of the beam spot location is denoted by the blue dashed line in Fig. 1h . c, I z at T = 50 K as a function of polarization. A clear out-of-plane CPGE is observed. d,Ĩ z at different temperatures as we warm the sample up from 50 K toward room temperature. HereĨ z means the polarization-dependent part (the CPGE) of I z . The polarization-independent part of I z for this data set is presented in Extended data Fig. 1 . We observe that the CPGE persists up to 170 K and then vanishes rather abruptly. e-h, Same as panels (a-d), except that we shine right circularly polarized (LCP) light on the sample while lowering its temperature from T = 250 K to 50 K. The emergent CPGE is found to be reversed. 
